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Objective: Symptoms of psychopathology covary across diagnostic boundaries, and a family history of elevated symptoms for a single psychiatric disorder places an individual at heightened risk for a broad range of other psychiatric disorders. Both twin-based and genome-wide molecular methods indicate a strong genetic basis for the familial aggregation of psychiatric disease. This has led researchers to prioritize the search for highly heritable childhood risk factors for transdiagnostic psychopathology. Cognitive abilities that involve the selective control and regulation of attention, known as executive functions (EFs), are a promising set of risk factors.

Method: In a population-based sample of child and adolescent twins (n = 1,913, mean age = 13.1 years), we examined genetic overlap between both EFs and general intelligence (g) and a transdiagnostic dimension of vulnerability to psychopathology, comprising symptoms of anxiety, depression, neuroticism, aggression, conduct disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, hyperactivity, and inattention. Psychopathology symptoms in children were rated by children and their parents.

Results: Latent factors representing general EF and g were highly heritable (h² = 86%–92%), and genetic influences on both sets of cognitive abilities were robustly correlated with transdiagnostic genetic influences on psychopathology symptoms (genetic r values ranged from −0.20 to −0.38).

Conclusion: General EF and g robustly index genetic risk for transdiagnostic symptoms of psychopathology in childhood. Delineating the developmental and neurobiological mechanisms underlying observed associations between cognitive abilities and psychopathology remains a priority for ongoing research.
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Supporting a transdiagnostic and dimensional perspective on psychopathology, mental disorders are highly comorbid, and psychiatric symptoms have the strong tendency to co-occur across diagnostic boundaries and across the full (subclinical to clinical) range of variation. Such pervasive comorbidity can be represented by a general dimension of liability, p, which indexes a broad tendency to experience an array of psychopathology symptoms across diagnostic categories. Research relying on both family-based and genomic approaches indicates that p arises in large part from a genetic architecture shared across diagnostic boundaries. Identifying heritable traits that can be measured during childhood, when individuals are typically in earlier phases of symptom progression, and that index broad genetic vulnerability to psychopathology has become a priority for current psychiatric research.

Poor executive functions (EFs) might index genetic vulnerability to multiple forms of psychopathology. EFs are supervisory cognitive functions that selectively control and direct attention and that regulate basic cognitive processes. Major domains of EF include the following: (1) switching, defined as the ability to shift rapidly between cognitive operations; (2) updating, the ability to monitor incoming stimuli and replace old information with new information; (3) inhibition, the ability to withhold a prepotent response; and (4) working memory, the ability to simultaneously store and manipulate information. EFs play a central role in formal models of higher-order reasoning, abstract thinking, and other complex cognitive operations. Indeed, EFs have been proposed as fundamental to maintenance of mental health, particularly against a backdrop of stressful or traumatic contexts and life events.

EF deficits are pervasively observed across psychiatric disorders. Clinical research has often relied on individual EF measures; however, performance on a single EF task is
influenced by a mixture of both executive and nonexecutive factors—an issue known as the “task impurity” problem. Studies using such an approach have found that multiple EF tests converge on a single, highly heritable factor (h² > 90%). Few studies have examined the multidimensional structure of EFs in relation to a broad array of psychiatric symptoms. Nevertheless, research to date is mostly consistent with conceptualizing deficits in general EF as a transdiagnostic risk factor, rather than as a specific vulnerability to any one disorder. A notable exception is attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), which might be associated with EF deficits even after accounting for comorbid conditions.

Like EF, general intelligence (g) is broadly related to multiple forms of psychopathology, thus potentially contributing to their comorbidity. Moreover, genetic influences on EF substantially overlap with genetic influences on g, even after accounting for individual differences in more basic cognitive processes, such as speed of information processing. Previous studies have established that both EF and intelligence are correlated with specific forms of psychopathology and with a general p factor, but it has not yet been established the extent to which EFs and intelligence account for the genetic vulnerability shared across mental disorders or the extent to which cognitive abilities are associated with psychopathology above and beyond shared genetic influences. The current article examines this hypothesis using data from a population-based sample of child and adolescent twins, aged 8 to 20 years, who participated in in-laboratory studies of cognitive and psychiatric functioning.

**METHOD**

**Participants**

The current sample consists of 1,913 twins and multiples from 937 families from the Texas Twin Project, a registry of school-aged twins from the greater Austin and Houston metropolitan areas. Twins and multiples in grades 3 to 12 were identified from public school rosters and invited to participate in one or more ongoing mail-based or laboratory-based studies. All participants were either currently enrolled in grade school or had graduated from high school within the past 3 months but had not yet left home for college or full-time work. Ages ranged from 7.8 to 20.1 years (mean = 13.1 years); less than 4% of the sample was over age 18 years. The sample was nearly evenly split by sex (51% male participants, 49% female participants). The sample was racially diverse: 58% of the sample identified as non-Hispanic white, 18% as Hispanic/Latino, 11% as African American, 3% as Asian/Asian American, and 10% as another or multiple race/ethnicity. Approximately one-third of families reported having received food stamps or another form of means-tested government assistance at some point since the twins were born.

Of the 937 families, 902 families each had a single pair of twins; 3 families each had 2 sets of twins; 31 families had triplets that each contributed 3 pairwise combinations of individuals; and 1 family had quadruplets that contributed 6 pairwise combinations of individuals, for a total of 1,007 pairs. Zygosity was classified using latent class analysis of twins’, parents’, and research assistants’ ratings of physical similarity and ease of being mistaken for one another. Of the 1007 pairs, 188 were monozygotic female–female (MZF) pairs, 166 were monozygotic male–male pairs (MZM), 166 were dizygotic female–female pairs (DZF), 182 were dizygotic male–male pairs (DZM), and 305 were dizygotic male–female pairs (DZO). That is, 35% of pairs were MZ and 65% were DZ.

All participants completed measures of psychopathology and intelligence. A subsample of 1,019 younger participants (538 pairwise combinations of individuals from 497 families, including 19 families with triplets and 3 families each with 2 sets of twins), aged 7.8 to 15.3 years (mean = 10.8 years), completed a battery of EF tasks. The EF subsample was 55% non-Hispanic white, 16% Hispanic/Latino, 1% Asian/Asian American, 7% African American, and 21% another or multiple race/ethnicity. One-third (33%) of the EF subsample pairs were MZ, and 66% were DZ.

**Measures**

Psychopathology. Psychopathology was measured using child self-reports of their own psychopathology symptoms, as well as parent-reports of the child’s symptoms, on (1) abbreviated versions of the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL), which measures depression, anxiety, somatic complaints, thought problems, aggression, rule breaking, hyperactivity, and inattention; (2) the Conners 3 rating scales, which measures DSM-IV symptoms of conduct disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; and the neuroticism scale of the Big Five Inventory (BFI), which measures anxiety, sadness, and emotional lability. For parent-reports, one parent or caregiver reported on child psychopathology (71% of parent-reports were by biological mothers, 21% by biological fathers, 8% by caregivers with a different relationship to the twins, including adoptive parents, grandparents, aunts/uncles, and older siblings). The number of items for each scale (ranging from 4 to 13 items per scale), sample items, descriptive statistics, reliabilities, and twin correlations for the 10 self-reported and 12 parent-reported symptom scales are provided in Table S1, available online. Symptom scale scores for primary analyses were obtained by...
averaging across nonmissing items; log-transforming to reduce positive skew, residualizing for sex, age, age-squared, and dummy-coded race/ethnic group membership; and then standardizing the residuals. Scale scores were adjusted for covariates to prevent bias in behavioral genetic models.

Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence—II. The Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence—II (WASI-II)\(^{35}\) was administered to assess general intelligence. The WASI-II is normed for ages 6 through 89 and has a high short-term retest correlation (\(r = .94\)).\(^{35}\) The assessment consists of Block Design and Matrix Reasoning subtests to assess visuospatial reasoning, and Vocabulary and Similarities subtests to assess verbal ability (descriptive statistics are provided in Table S2, available online). Visuospatial reasoning and verbal ability scales can be combined to form Full Scale IQ (FSIQ). FSIQ in the current sample reflects population norms (mean = 102.8, SD = 13.7), indicating that the sample is representative of cognitive functioning in the US population.

Executive Functions. A 12-task battery was administered to measure four EF domains: (1) inhibition, the ability to stop or prevent a prepotent behavior; (2) switching, the ability to shift attention across task rules or stimulus features; (3) working memory, the ability to process and store information simultaneously; and (4) updating, the ability to monitor incoming stimuli and replace old information with new information. Descriptive statistics for EF variables are provided in Table S2, available online. Detailed descriptions of each EF task can be found elsewhere.\(^{20,28}\) A brief summary follows.

Inhibition was assessed using Animal Stroop,\(^{36}\) Stop Signal,\(^{37,38}\) and Mickey (an anti-saccade paradigm\(^{39}\)). For Stroop and Mickey tasks, inhibition cost was calculated as the difference in response times between inhibit and noninhibit trial types. For the Stop Signal task, “go” and “stop” trials were dynamically presented to estimate the speed with which a person could prevent a prepotent response. Stop signal reaction time (SSRT) was calculated by Block scores were averaged, after excluding scores on the basis of consistent stop failures, misidentification of arrow direction, failure to respond to “go” trials, and low SSRT’s.\(^{40}\)

Switching was assessed using Trail Making, Local-Global, and Plus-Minus tasks.\(^{16,41}\) Each task contained nonswitch trials (eg, connecting letters alphabetically in Trail Making) and switch trials (eg, connecting letters and numbers in an alternating fashion), and switching costs were measured using response time differences between trial types.

Working memory was assessed using Digit Span Backward, Symmetry Span, and Listening Recall.\(^{42-44}\) Tasks required storing and manipulating numerical, spatial, and verbal information, respectively. Number of items correctly recalled was the measure of performance.

Updating was assessed using 2-Back, Keeping Track, and Running Memory for Letters.\(^{16,45,46}\) While stimulus presentation continued, participants were asked to maintain the most recent stimuli from one or more specified sets in working memory. For the latter two tasks, performance was assessed as the number of items correctly recalled. For 2-Back, performance was assessed as the number of true matches minus false alarms (ie, incorrectly identifying nonmatches).

Statistical Analyses
Zero-order correlations among all measures are provided in Table S3, available online. Data were analyzed using Mplus version 7.1 (Muthén, Muthén, 1998–2015). For phenotypic analyses that treated each individual as a case, standard errors and model fit statistics were corrected for nesting within families using cluster robust standard errors. For behavioral genetic analyses, triplets were weighted 0.5 and quadruplets were weighted 0.33, to correct for each triplet’s/quadruplet’s representation in more than one pair, and standard errors and model fit statistics were corrected for nesting of pairs within triplet and quadruplet sets using cluster robust standard errors. The fits for all reported models were good (root mean square error of approximation [RMSEA] < 0.08, standardized root mean square residual [SRMR] < 0.05; comparative fit index [CFI] > 0.90, Tucker-Lewis Index [TLI] > 0.90; fit statistics provided in Table S4, available online). To guard against false-positive results deriving from multiple testing, we used a false discovery rate correction (FDR) for 79 statistical tests and present \(q\) values (FDR-adjusted \(p\) values).\(^{47}\) Test results with a \(q\) value <.05 (corresponding to a \(p\) value <.017) are described as “significant.”

We conducted four sets of analyses. First, we aimed to replicate previous work finding that a general factor, \(p\), can represent covariation among symptoms of different forms of psychopathology. For each reporter separately, we fit a bifactor model that allowed each symptom scale to load on both a general \(p\) factor and on one or more domain-specific factors (Attention Problems, Externalizing, or Internalizing). Refined models added residual covariances as suggested by modification indices. (Structural models of psychopathology were adapted prior to incorporating cognitive measures, to minimize bias in the estimates of psychopathology—cognitive ability associations and their standard errors.) The best-fitting models for each reporter were then combined in a single model, to estimate correlations across reporters for the Internalizing, Externalizing, Attention Problems, and \(p\) factors, and for the residual variances in the observed symptom scales.
Second, phenotypic associations with cognitive abilities were examined separately by reporter. WASI subtests were modeled as indicators of a $g$ factor, with residual covariances estimated between the two verbal ability tests (Vocabulary and Similarities) and between the two visuospatial reasoning tests (Matrix Reasoning and Block Design) (see Table S5, available online). For latent factor models of $g$, subtest scores were residualized for age, sex, and race/ethnicity prior to model fitting. The hierarchical factor model of EFs was specified as in our previous publications with these data (Figure S1, available online). This factor structure has been found to be invariant across younger ($<$11 years old) versus older ($>11$ years old) participants. EF task scores were residualized for sex and race/ethnicity prior to model fitting. Sensitivity analyses probed whether there were nonlinear or domain-specific associations between cognitive abilities and $p$.

Third, we fit biometric models that use information on the relative similarity of MZ versus DZ twins to decompose the variances in and covariances among EF, $g$, and $p$. Biometric models capitalize on the difference in the genetic relationship between MZ twins and DZ twins, to decompose variation in a phenotype into three latent components. $A$, or additive genetic variation, reflects the extent to which more genetically similar people (MZ twins versus DZ twins) are more phenotypically similar. The ratio of $A$ variance to the total variance in a phenotype is its heritability ($h^2$). $C$, or shared environmental variation, reflects the extent to which children raised in the same home are phenotypically similar, regardless of their genetic relationship. Finally, $E$ variance reflects the extent to which even MZ twins differ in their phenotypes. The biometric models fit in this paper were applied to latent variables, so $E$ does not reflect MZ differences due to measurement error.

Previous analyses of EF in this sample found that shared environmental (C) influences on EF (at all levels of the hierarchical model) were negligible and could be omitted. As preliminary analyses, we fit separate biometric models to data on (1) general intelligence, (2) parent-reported psychopathology, and (3) self-reported psychopathology. Best-fitting biometric models were then combined in pairwise models that estimated the genetic and environmental correlations between $p$ (self- and parent-reported) and cognitive abilities ($g$ and EF).

RESULTS
A Transdiagnostic Dimension of Psychopathology Captures Substantial Symptom Variation and Converges Across Reporters
Results from the $p$-factor models indicate that up to half of the variance in each scale was general across psychopathology domains rather than unique (Figure 1). All factor loadings were significantly different from zero (Tables S6 and S7, available online). Model fit was improved by allowing for residual covariances between self-reported CBCL Rule-Breaking and Conners’ Conduct Disorder and between parent-reported CBCL Withdrawn symptoms and Conners’ ADHD Hyperactivity. Agreement between children and their parents was moderate at the factor level (all $p$ values $<.0005$, $q$ values $<0.002$) (Figure 2): Internalizing $r = 0.47$ (SE = 0.04); Externalizing $r = 0.43$ (SE = 0.05); Attention Problems $r = 0.51$ (SE = 0.06), $p$-factor $r = 0.40$ (SE = 0.03). Relative to parent–child agreement at the factor level, parent–child correlations for residual variances were minimal (median = 0.10) (Figure 2; Table S8, available online).

Youth With Higher Cognitive Abilities Have Lower Transdiagnostic Vulnerability to Psychopathology
General Intelligence. There was a negative association between $p$ and $g$ (parent-report: $r = -0.21$, SE = 0.04, $p < .0005$, $q = 0.002$; self-report: $r = -0.21$, SE = 0.04, $p < .0005$, $q = 0.002$). When restricting the analysis to the younger subsample for whom EF data were also available, this correlation was unchanged (parent-report: $r = -0.23$, SE = 0.05, $p < .0005$, $q = 0.002$; self-report: $r = -0.21$, SE = 0.05, $p < .0005$, $q = 0.002$).

Illustrating this association using FSIQ bins (Figure 3) suggested reporter-specific nonlinearity in the relationship between $g$ and $p$: Parent-reported psychopathology was particularly elevated for children with very low intelligence (FSIQ $< 80$), but this elevation was not evident in the children’s own reports of psychopathology. Modeling this nonlinear association with a quadratic regression in the full sample revealed evidence for a quadratic effect of $g$ on parent-reported $p$ (linear $\beta = -0.24$, SE = 0.048, $q < .0005$; quadratic $\beta = 0.13$, SE = 0.05, $p = .007$, $q = 0.024$). In contrast, there was no evidence for a quadratic relationship between $g$ and child-reported $p$ (linear $\beta = -0.22$, SE = 0.04, $p < .0005$; quadratic $\beta = 0.02$, SE = 0.041, $p = 0.64$, $q = 0.77$).

Despite the broad age range of the sample, there was no evidence for an interaction between $g$ and age in predicting either parent-reported $p$ ($\beta = -0.010$, SE = 0.012, $p = .432$, $q = 0.614$) or self-reported $p$ ($\beta = -0.013$, SE = 0.013, $p = .316$, $q = 0.52$). Subsequent models tested whether, above and beyond the general tendency for more intelligent youth to have a lower vulnerability to psychopathology, intelligence was uniquely associated with certain symptom domains. For parent-reported symptoms, higher $g$ was uniquely associated only with lower Attention Problems ($\beta = -0.185$, SE = 0.050, $p < .0005$, $q = 0.002$). For self-reported symptoms, higher $g$ was uniquely associated with higher
Note: (A) Parent-reported psychopathology. (B) Self-reported psychopathology. Proportion of variance calculated from results of bifactor models. The variance in each symptom scale is divided into 3 components: (1) shared with all other forms of psychopathology (p); (2) shared with other symptom scales within the internalizing domain; and (3) unique to that particular symptom scale. Between 20% and 50% of the variance in each symptom scale was attributable to the p factor. Factor-loading estimates can be found in Tables S5 and S6, available online. ADHD-H = attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder-hyperactive symptoms; ADHD-I = attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder-inattention symptoms; CD = conduct disorder; ODD = oppositional defiant disorder. Please note color figures are available online.
Internalizing ($\beta = 0.112$, SE = 0.046, $p = .016$, $q = 0.049$). Finally, sensitivity analyses indicated that visuospatial reasoning and verbal ability had equivalent associations with $p$ and with specific symptom domains (Table S9, available online).

**Executive Functions.** Youth with better overall EF had a lower general vulnerability to psychopathology (parent-report: $r = -0.26$, SE = 0.05, $p < .0005$, $q = 0.002$; self-report: $r = -0.29$, SE = 0.04, $p < .0005$, $q = 0.002$). As with $g$, we tested for nonlinear associations between EF and $p$ using a quadratic model. There was a significant linear ($\beta = -0.41$, SE = 0.06, $p < .0005$) and quadratic ($\beta = 0.24$, SE = 0.05, $p < .0005$, $q = 0.002$) association between EF and parent-reported $p$, such that the strongest relationships with psychopathology were observed for the low range of EF abilities. In contrast, the relationship between EF and self-reported psychopathology was only linear (linear $\beta = -0.28$, SE = 0.05, $p < .0005$; quadratic $\beta = -0.001$, SE = 0.03, $p = .99$, $q = 0.995$). There was no significant evidence for an interaction between EF and age in predicting either parent-reported $p$ ($\beta = -0.010$, SE = 0.032, $p = .753$, $q = 0.859$) or self-reported $p$ ($\beta = 0.053$, SE = 0.023, $p = .023$, $q = 0.065$).

As was observed for $g$, models testing unique associations with symptom domains found evidence that parent-
reported Attention Problems had a unique negative association with general EF ($r = -0.185$, $SE = 0.068$, $p = .007$, $q = 0.024$). There were no significant unique associations between general EF and any domain-specific factor of self-reported psychopathology. Finally, in each of four separate models, general EF and one domain-specific EF factor were entered as simultaneous predictors of the psychopathology factors. No domain-specific EF factor predicted any form of psychopathology, either self- or parent-reported, above and beyond the effect of general EF (all $p$ values $>.05$, all $q$ values $>.14$).

**Genetic Influences on Cognitive Abilities Confer Transdiagnostic Vulnerability to Psychopathology**

Results from biometric models of each phenotype are shown in Figures S1 to S4, available online. At the level of the latent construct, all phenotypes showed substantial heritability ($h^2$): EF $= 92%$; $g = 86$%, parent-reported $p = 72%$, self-reported $p = 49%$). These heritability estimates are higher than commonly reported in the twin literature because they decompose variation in latent factors, and so are now downwardly biased by measurement error.\(^9\) As shown in Figure 4, there were negative and significant genetic correlations between EF and $p$ (self-report: $r_A = -0.38$, $SE = 0.09$, $p < .0005$, $q = 0.002$; parent-report: $r_A = -0.25$, $SE = 0.09$, $p = .004$, $q = 0.016$) and between $g$ and $p$ (self-report: $r_A = -0.24$, $SE = 0.10$, $p = .008$, $q = 0.026$; parent-report: $r_A = -0.20$, $SE = 0.07$, $p = .013$, $q = 0.041$).

In addition, even though MZ twins differed only modestly in their EF, as represented by the nonshared environmental component of variance ($e^2 = 8%$), these within–MZ-twin pair differences were reliably associated with differences in parent-reported and self-reported psychopathology, as indicated by the significant nonshared environmental correlations between EF and $p$-factors (self-report: $r_E = -0.61$, $SE = 0.20$, $p = .003$, $q = 0.012$; parent-report: $r_E = -0.63$, $SE = 0.23$, $p = .005$, $q = 0.019$). This result indicates that the inverse relation between EF and psychopathology is not entirely due to genetic influences on both sets of phenotypes. In contrast to what was observed for EF, the nonshared environmental correlations with $g$ were not reliably different from zero (parent-report: $r_E = -0.33$, $SE = 0.16$, $p = .041$, $q = 0.108$; self-report: $r_E = -0.34$, $SE = 0.14$, $p = .018$, $q = 0.053$). That said, given the high heritability of general EF, the phenotypic associations between cognitive abilities and $p$ were primarily genetically mediated.

**DISCUSSION**

In a population-based sample of child and adolescent twins, we investigated associations between EFs, general intelligence ($g$), and a transdiagnostic vulnerability to
symptoms of internalizing, externalizing, and attention-deficit psychopathology ($p$). Relations with $p$ were highly consistent across cognitive abilities, and the pattern of genetic correlations was pervasive across all investigated forms of psychopathology. Thus, just as previous epidemiological work has established lower childhood cognitive ability as a robust risk factor for medical disease across the lifespan,$^{50}$ our findings extend this pattern of disease sequelae of low childhood cognitive abilities to symptoms of psychopathology distributed across a broad range of domains.

The inverse phenotypic associations between cognitive abilities and $p$ were evident across the full range of the ability distribution and were primarily the result of overlapping genetic etiology. That is, genetic variants related to low EF and low general intelligence also confer general vulnerability to a child and adolescent psychiatric symptomology. Insights from molecular genetic research will further advance understanding of the mechanisms that generate genetic correlations between mental health and cognitive abilities. First, as genetic discoveries from genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of psychiatric disorders and cognitive abilities continue to accelerate, methods that leverage GWAS summary statistics to test directional causal hypotheses will become more powerful.$^{51-53}$ Second, polygenic scores, in combination with well-phenotyped longitudinal data from child and adolescent samples, would allow researchers to trace how genetic risk for adult psychiatric disorders is prospectively associated with the development of cognitive abilities, and similarly how genetic risks for low cognitive ability is associated with the emergence of mental health problems.$^{54}$

High cognitive ability has been proposed to index an individual’s “system integrity,” that is, the overall quality of the body’s physiological functioning at the intracellular, cellular, or visceral levels that contributes to the general ability of an organism to resist disease and respond to environmental challenges.$^{55}$ Such a perspective is consistent with a “watershed” model of genetic architecture,$^{56}$ which positions complex, integrative traits such as psychiatric diseases and intelligence as “downstream” phenotypes that are influenced by multiple, progressively narrow “upstream” processes (as in tributaries to a river). Not only are complex traits thus expected to be highly polygenic, as variants affecting the function of any upstream process will ultimately affect a complex emergent system, but each upstream process is also expected to contribute to multiple complex downstream traits, resulting in widespread pleiotropy.

The relationship between cognitive abilities and psychopathology might therefore not involve a direct causal or mechanistic relationship between the two: rather, both might be complex representations of brain function that have overlapping genetic etiologies because they rely on similar physiological functions. As a specific example, the $CADM2$ gene encodes the cell adhesion molecule 2, which is involved in cells attaching to other cells and is critical for the organization of neuronal synapses. This “upstream” process (cell adhesion) is relevant for an array of complex phenotypes, and GWAS have found associations between $CADM2$ variants and age at first sexual intercourse, body mass index, cannabis use, educational attainment, hyperactivity, longevity, risk-taking propensity, and processing speed.$^{57-63}$

Alternatively, there might be causal effects of lower cognitive function on risk for mental health problems. Cognitive models of depression emphasize difficulties with redirecting attention away from negative stimuli, failures to incorporate new information into negative cognitive schemas, and biased memory for negative information.$^{64}$ Many of these cognitive processes are now recognized to be transdiagnostic,$^{65}$ leading to so-called “unified” treatment protocols for emotional disorders, which aim to build cognitive flexibility (eg, learning new ways to appraise emotion-relevant information) and inhibitory control (eg, stopping emotion-driven behaviors, including avoidance), regardless of specific diagnosis.$^{66,67}$ One possibility, then, is that individuals who have more adept executive functioning and abstract reasoning in “cold” contexts (ie, contexts lacking affective information) also have stronger cognitive skills in the face of emotion regulation demands. Reciprocal effects—in which psychopathology impairs cognitive development or performance on cognitive tests—are also plausible. The significant nonshared environmental correlation is consistent with a causal effect of psychopathology on EF and/or of EF on psychopathology,$^{68}$ but could also result from both phenotypes being caused by the same set of unique environmental impacts.

We modeled both cognitive abilities and psychopathology using latent factors for the purposes of obtaining a parsimonious representation of the multivariate covariance structure of the respective constellations of phenotypes. By implementing latent factor modeling, we do not automatically presume that the factors are real or etiologically homogeneous. With respect to psychiatric comorbidity, the $p$ factor could represent a coherent underlying entity that confers vulnerability to a wide variety of psychiatric symptoms, or it could just as plausibly be a statistical placeholder for an emergent pattern of the correlations that arise from, for example, mutual causation between symptoms.$^{69}$ We take an agnostic approach here and treat $p$ as a parsimonious statistical summary of a complex pattern of widespread covariation between psychiatric symptoms: “Factors may or
may not be weighted with surplus meaning. Certainly, when they are regarded as 'real dimensions' a great deal of surplus meaning is implied, and the interpreter must shoulder a substantial burden of proof. The alternative view is to regard factors as defining a working reference frame, located in a convenient manner in the 'space' defined by all behaviors of a given type." (p 277–278).

The $p$ factor defined in this study captures continuous variation in psychopathology symptoms in the general population, but some forms of childhood psychopathology (e.g., autism spectrum disorders, Tourette syndrome, and other tic disorders) were not assessed. Whether the results observed here generalize across all disorders and across the full range of clinical severity has not yet been established. In addition, although we controlled for mean differences between race/ethnic groups in study variables, it is not yet clear whether the pattern of associations seen in the combined, ethnically diverse sample generalizes to all racial/ethnic groups.

One strength of this study was its use of multiple reporters for psychopathology symptoms. Overall, children and parents agreed moderately regarding whether children were generally experiencing emotional and behavioral problems, but they agreed minimally on specific symptoms scales. The correlation between the parent-reported and child-reported $p$ factors was 0.40, which mirrors the global meta-analytic estimate for parent–child agreement on CBCL total scores ($r = 0.41$). Although parents and children have unique perspectives on child psychopathology, the pattern of results was consistent across reporters, with two notable exceptions. First, parent-reported psychopathology was particularly elevated for children with low IQ, but this exacerbation of the intelligence–psychopathology association was not observed for child-reported psychopathology. Second, both EF and intelligence were associated with parent-reported attention problems, but not child-reported attention problems, above and beyond their relationship with $p$. These discrepancies between parent-reported and self-reported psychopathology at the low end of child intelligence might result from children with low cognitive abilities having poor insight into their own functioning.

The current study has several other notable strengths, including its large, population-based, genetically informative sample and its comprehensive, in-laboratory battery of cognitive tests. We find that performance on tests of EF and general intelligence indexes an underlying genetic signal that is related to risk for psychopathology, even at an age (8–13 years) when children have not yet passed through the peak period of risk for the onset of mental health problems. Accordingly, measures of EF and $g$ hold promise as prospective predictors of the future onset of psychopathology as youth mature through adolescence and young adulthood. Evaluating this possibility will require genetically informative longitudinal studies that track the emergence of psychopathology in youth in relation to variation in childhood EFs.
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